The catching title of the book is misleading, being both too general and too restrictive. Four chapters deal with selected aspects of the structure and function of insect wings, an extensive Appendix attempts to discuss all the basic tenets of evolutionary biology concerning form and function. The monograph is badly organized, and the chosen topics are extremely idiosyncratically conceived. The author attempts to encompass everything, from wing furrows to mechanisms of macroevolution, but does not take into account wing articulation and extinct aquatic insects breath with tracheal gills (emphatically, many do not – P.Š.)… This evidence (none given – P.Š.)… The first part of Chapter 1, Insect Taxonomy, was written by A.P. Rasnitsyn. It includes an abbreviated history of the supraordinal classification of insects and a list of orders and higher taxa (both extinct and extant) following Rodendorf’s typified nomenclature (see, e.g., Rodendorf & Rasnitsyn, 1980), and reflects the author’s views on insect classification (not commented upon hereby). For the benefit of those who have not yet met with this nomenclature and classification I include it here in decimal notation. No evidence is provided, and entognathous taxa are relegated to “hexapod myriapods”. The parenthesised synonyms are either Rasnitsyn’s or mine, the latter explain the meaning of some not immediately obvious names.

SCARABAEODEA (Ectognatha) 1. LEPISMATONA (“Thysanura”): Machilida (incl. †Monura), Lepismatida 2. SCARABAEONA (“Pterygota”) 2.1. SCARABAEONES 2.1.1. †PAOLIFORMES: †Paoliida (=Protoptera) 2.1.2. LIBELLULIFORMES: (=Hydropalaeoptera) 2.1.2.1. EPHEMERIDEA: †Triplosobida (=Prothemerida), †Syntomopterida, Ephemerida

The author claims in the Preface that the main problem considered by his book is the balance between ontogenetic and ecological constraints – one would expect this fascinating theme to be exploited particularly by reference to the Holometabola, but this statement does not concern the evolution of wings, but the theoretical evolutionary appendix. The author seems to have an idiotsynaptic opinion of the phylogeny of higher taxa, but his views are poorly explained, e.g., p. 192: “A taxon will not become another taxon until all the constructions permitted by the morphology of the lower taxa have appeared and been tested by natural selection”. The first part of Chapter 1, Insect Taxonomy, was written by A.P. Rasnitsyn. It includes an abbreviated history of the supraordinal classification of insects and a list of orders and higher taxa (both extinct and extant) following Rodendorf’s typified nomenclature (see, e.g., Rodendorf & Rasnitsyn, 1980), and reflects the author’s views on insect classification (not commented upon hereby). For the benefit of those who have not yet met with this nomenclature and classification I include it here in decimal notation. No evidence is provided, and entognathous taxa are relegated to “hexapod myriapods”. The parenthesised synonyms are either Rasnitsyn’s or mine, the latter explain the meaning of some not immediately obvious names.
2.1.2.2. LIBELLULIDEA (=Geropteroidae): †Eugeropterida (=Geroptera), †Meganeurida, Libellulida (=Neodonata)
2.1.3. CIMICIFORMES (=Paraneoptera)
2.1.3.1. CALONEURIDEA: †Cnemidolestida (=Gerariida), †Blatinopseida, †Caloneurida, Zooryctida
2.1.3.2. †HYPOPERLIDEA: †Hypoperlida
2.1.3.3. †DICTYONEURIDEA: †Cacurgida, †Dictyoneurida (=Palaeodictyoptera), †Mischopterida (=Megasecoptera, Archodonoata), †Diaphanopterida
2.1.3.4. PSOCIDEA: Psocida, Nyrmida (=“Mallophaga”), Pediculida
2.1.3.5. THRIPIDEA: Thripida
2.1.3.6. CIMICIDEA (=Hemiptera): Cimicida
2.1.4. SCARABAEIFORMES (=Holometabola)
2.1.4.1. †PALAEOMANTEIDEA: †Paleomanteida (=Miomoptera)
2.1.4.1.1. SCARABAEIDEA: Scarabaeida, Stylopida
2.1.4.1.2. MYRMELEONTOIDEA [sic!]: Raphidiida, Corydalida, Myrmeleontida, †Jurinida (=Glosselytrodea)
2.1.4.1.3. PAPILIONIDEA (=Mecopterida): Panorpida (incl. †Paratrichoptera, †Paramecoptera), Phryganeida, Papilionida, Muscida, Pulicida
2.1.4.1.4. VESPIDAE: Vespida
2.2. GRYLLONES (="Polyneoptera")
2.2.1. BLATTIDEA: †Eoblattida, Blattida, Termitida, Mantida
2.2.2. PERLIDEA: Gryllolattida (incl. †Protorthoptera, †Paraplectoptera, †Protopelarla), Perlida, Forficulida (ind. †Protelytroidea), Embiida
2.2.3. GRYLLIDEA: Gryllida, Phasmatida

All the other parts of the book are written by Grodnitsky. First he strives to classify the kinematics of insect flight using the following criteria: Morphological and functional four- or two-wingedness, wing coupling, leading wing pair, and in-phase and anti-phase strokes. This is the most interesting part of the book for a general entomologist, although there are some obvious taxonomic and structural gaps in the comparative treatment.

The next chapter Wingbeats and Vorticity is probably the most authoritative; it is a review directed at specialists in the field of aerodynamics. However, I feel that such a topic should have included not only biomechanics but also the functions of the wing articulatory apparatus, muscles, and sense organs.

The penultimate chapter is called Evolution of Flight in the Insect Orders. It does not suggest, in spite of its title, an independent evolution of flight in insect orders, but rather attempts to be anagenetically comparative. There are many interesting generalizations, particularly concerning flight and thermoregulation, conflicts between diverse functions performed by wings, and functional anteromotorism in contrast to posteromotorism, but they are spoilt by incomplete and sometimes incorrect information on individual orders.

The extensive last chapter Problems of Endopterygote Insect Wing Functional Morphology is a badly organized treasury of facts and original ideas. I particularly appreciate the attention paid by the author to features like folds, furrows, fractures, etc., usually too superficially treated in other treatises on wing functional morphology. However, there is no attempt to organize the material comparatively, and the chapter terminates with the rediscovery of the concept of preadaptation (=exaptation) called here proto-adaptation.

I refrain from commenting on the Appendix called Form and function: A Review of General Concepts despite its many merits and shortcomings as it deals with general evolutionary biology rather than entomology. The book ends with fifty two pages of references (including all the Russian literature, only a fraction of which is known abroad).

Summarizing: The book is badly written and organized, is strikingly incomplete and not well balanced, but nevertheless indispensable to insect morphologists trying to cope with wing structure and, in particular, wing function. Lack of editorial guidance is obvious.
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